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Agenda

Overview of Structured Play

Setting up a lesson

Embedding language and social skills

Make and Take



What is structured play?

Multi-disciplinary in-class therapy that teaches children concepts and vocabulary 
related to a theme prior to play, coaches children to use the new concepts during play 
with their peers, and asks children to re-tell what they played at the end. 

• Language Enrichment: SLPs teach language skills (i.e. vocabulary, syntax, following 
directions) using thematic materials.

• Plan-Play-Report: Children choose a role to play. Then, the child free plays with the 
SLP using visuals (pictures from the book) to help the child stay on task and 
engaged with peers within their chosen role. Afterwards, children report back 
what they played.

• Embedded Literacy: Reading and writing for a purpose can be integrated into 
lessons. For example, “taking orders” during restaurant play or filling out a “health 
report” for doctor play.



Play-Literacy Nexus

Language

Play
Early 

Literacy

(Roskos and Christie, 2011) 

These three areas all 
influence each other 
in development.



Inter-disciplinary Team Roles

Structured dramatic play allows all members of an early childhood team to work 
together.  Some ways that the work can be shared:

• Classroom teacher: provides themes, helps find resources for support staff, helps 
organize the room, encourages children to play the “script” at a later point/date 
when the therapists are not in the room.

• Speech-language pathologist: helps locate resources, organizes structured visuals 
for lessons, leads language therapy activity at the start of the session 

• Social worker: helps locate resources, informs parents about the themes/home 
ideas, provides social skills coaching during the play 

• Special education: helps locate resources, uses themes to coach additional skills 
(i.e. pre-literacy, math), helps manage behavior as needed



Why structure play? 

Research-backed improvements in:

• Overall cognition

• Problem solving

• Executive Functioning

• Language skills, including vocabulary

• Early literacy skills



Research support

“The plan-play-report intervention is effective for improving social skills and promoting 
advances in children's cognitive and communicative development.” (Craig-Unkefer & 
Kaiser, 2003) 

“The intention of play planning and resulting play appears to exercise mature play behaviors that 
are foundational in executive functioning, namely inhibitory control, working memory, 
and cognitively flexibility. (Diamond et. Al, 2008)

“Results from the study provide support for the inclusion of systematic training of scripts to 
enhance interaction and communication skills among children with and without disabilities 
using socio-dramatic play. “(Goldstein & Cisar, 1992) 

“Children learn vocabulary best when the teacher provides opportunities to use and practice 
vocabulary in context.” ( Newman, Susan and Julie Dwyer, 2009) 

“One way to improve vocabulary through literacy is to have children “re-enact the book, making 
up their own versions of the story.(Wilcox, 2001)

“Literacy enriched play increases promotes literacy behaviors.” (Morrow and Schickedanz 2006)

“Preschools with language impairments do not enter conversations as often as typically 
developing children” (Hadley & Rice, 1991)



Dramatic Play Materials

• Book

• Visuals  

• Props

* See dramatic play themes and resources



Structuring a lesson

Book: Vocabulary Building, Play Schemes

Language activity

Play

Clean-up

Report

Using visuals like this, the SLP can tell children the 
plan of the lesson. “First, we will read a book. Then, 
we will play with blocks. Next, we will play bus driver. 
Then, we will clean up. Last, we will talk.”

If Velcro is placed at the back of the pictures, the 
pictures can be moved from left to right as each 
activity is completed. 

As the session progresses, children can also describe 
what they have done. 

By following this structure every lesson (with some 
pictures changing to reflect the theme), children will 
learn transition words and build past-tense language 
skills. 

The same lesson should be used multiple times. 



Visual Supports

1. Visual lesson plan: Provide structure of 
lesson, build language for transition words 
(first.. then…last)

Children can move the 
pictures from the left 
Velcro dots to the right as 
they complete each 
activity. They can then 
describe what they just did 
(i.e. “I built a tower.”)



Visual Supports

2. Embedded Literacy

Make a grocery list for 
shopping.

Identify body parts of animals 
and describe if each body 
part is “healthy” or “sick.”



Visual Supports

After reading a 
thematic book, 
children can choose a 
character to “play.”
For example, in this 
activity, we played 
library. Children could 
choose to be a 
“librarian” or a library 
guest. As the children 
played, if they moved 
inappropriately off 
topic, or stopped 
engaging with their 
peers, we held up the 
pictures to remind 
them what role they 
chose. 



Book Reading to Build Vocabulary

• While reading the book, introduce Tier 2 words. 

Steps:
• Say the target vocabulary word and give a definition. 

(e.g. “This word says “gigantic. Gigantic means really big.”)
• Have the children repeat the word to build a phonemic representation. (e.g. Can 

you say “gigantic?”)
• Provide an example and non-example. 

(e.g. The giant is gigantic! He’s really big. Jack is not gigantic. He’s small.”)
• Ask the children to identify when the word is used correctly by asking questions. 

(e.g. Is that box gigantic?”)
• Ask the children to repeat the word again. 

(e.g. Let’s say gigantic again.)
• Use the word(s) in your language during the play

Isabel Beck Bringing Words to Life, 2002



Adapt Books 

Some books have great pictures to support dramatic play, but lousy text to 
support choosing roles. In this case, we can adapt the text to meet our needs. In 
this example, we created a play scheme of riding a bus.  We practiced the 
language “Can I have your ticket?” and “Next stop, number X!” The special 
education teacher targeted number identification. Then, we set up numbered 
bus stops (chairs around the room with different numbers). The “bus” consisted 
of a row of chairs lined up. 



Language Activities
After reading a book, the SLP can lead a short language activity (traditional 
S/L activities) that incorporate the theme. 

Here are some target goals:

Categorizing: Child will sort items into correct category

Activity for grocery store theme:

Pull items from a bag and sort. 

Easy sorting: Is this a food or not a food?

Harder: Sort by food category

(e.g. fruit, bread, milk)



Language Activities

Pronouns (He/She, His/Her): Child will use correct gender pronouns in 
sentences. 

Activity for bus driver theme: 

Child describes which person he/she wants from the clear bin. Then, child 
places person in a bus and makes a sentence. For example, “He is riding 
the big bus.”  or  “She goes in the little bus.”



Language Activities

Basic Concepts (prepositions, color, size): Child will follow 1 step directions 
with basic concepts

Activity for construction theme:

Child will build a structure by following SLP directions. 

(Another idea: Children use the pictures to work together to build the shown 
structure, or one child describes to the others how to build the structure.)



Language Activities

Answering WH ?: Child will answer WH? with an appropriate response

Activity for house theme:

SLP places people/things around the house and asks child wh?. Child must 
answer about the picture. The child can also take turns placing and asking 
questions to their peers.



Language Activities

Describing and Requesting: Child will use language to request help from 
others.

Activity for pizza restaurant theme

Child has to request items on top of the pizza. The child can use the pictures 
to help “order.” 



Early Literacy

• Using writing and reading for a purpose



Play

• Parallel Play Vs. Dramatic Play

• Less to More Teacher Support

• Encourage kids to use words with each other



Repeat the SAME lesson plan 3-4 
times!

The same structured dramatic play lesson plan can and should be used 
multiple times. Therefore, the handout with dramatic play themes and 
resources can represent an entire year worth of lesson plans if dramatic play 
therapy is used  1x per week. 

On the first lesson, the children will mostly be receptively listening to the 
book reading and passive participants in the therapy activity.  At future 
sessions, children can be encouraged to “read” the book by describing the 
story. They can also practice giving the instructions on how to complete the 
tx. activity.  

By keeping therapy materials the same, the children can focus on 
learning/using language and not on “learning the toy.” Children also LOVE 
“helping the SLP” by taking turns leading the other children in the activities. 



You need shared language to play 
together!

First Week

Observe:
• Turn Taking

• Use of Language

• Play Scheme

• Length of Engagement

with peers (boy in video)



Fourth Week…

Observe:
• Turn Taking

• Use of Language

• Play Scheme

• Length of Engagement

with peers (boy in video)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BHLfF6U5
BDo&list=UUOOGUumSCvysj3_nnc4ceug&feat
ure=c4-overview



Building Language with Clean Up

• Following Directions

• Sorting by category



Report

• Past Tense Grammar

• Narrative Language

• Problem Solving

Child reports back the activities during the 
lesson. 
SLP prompts children to use language. The 
ability to describe often improves in this 
progression:
1. Child will use one word to describe 

pictures (i.e. book, toy, bus, talk).
2. Child will use 2-3 word phrases (i.e. read 

a book, play toy, drive bus, we talk).
3. Child will use transition words (first, 

then, last) + 3 word phrase (i.e. First, we 
read book. Then, we play toys.).

4. Child will use transition word + sentence 
with correct past tense verb and articles

(i.e. First, we read a book. 
Then, we played with toys.
Then, we played bus driver.
Last, we talked.).



For more information about structured dramatic play, please contact: 

Jennifer Preschern, MA CCC-SLP 
Speech Language Literacy Lab Co-Founder

Director of Product Development
jpreschern@sl3lab.com

mailto:jenpreschern@sl3lab.com


Thanks for inviting SL3 today! 
Contact Us

Our homepage has many free assessment tools
www.sl3lab.com 

Facebook
www.facebook.com/sl3lab

Twitter
www.twitter.com/sl3lab

Pinterest
www.pinterest.com/sl3lab
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